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For the past two years, Brazilians have been getting
up close to badminton – on the streets, in parks,
shopping malls and schools, even on the famed
Copacabana Beach and in the annual Rio Carnival.
Thanks to the Badminton World Federation’s
promotional campaign – “Descubra O Badminton”
(Discover Badminton) – and its schools-based
grassroots programme, Shuttle Time, children and
adults have been enthusiastically embracing the
popular Olympic sport in the lead-up to the Rio 2016
Olympic Games.
New converts to badminton have been smashing
shuttles all across the South American country.
Now, after much anticipation – including the thrill of
Olympic champion Lin Dan competing in Brazil last
November – the Rio 2016 Olympic Games are here.

key dates
05-10 July

YONEX US Open (Grand Prix Gold)
El Monte, Los Angeles

The best players on the planet are gunning for gold,
silver and bronze.

11-20 August

Rio 2016 Olympic Games (Badminton
Competition) Rio de Janeiro

It’s time for shuttles to really fly!

06-11 September YONEX SUNRISE Indonesian Masters
(Grand Prix Gold) Balikpapan
20-25 September YONEX Open Japan 2016 (Superseries)
Tokyo
27 September 02 October

VICTOR Korea Open 2016 (Superseries)
Seoul

Where is Badminton?
Riocentro – Pavilion 4 (Barra Zone)

When is Badminton?

11-20 August, 2016

What to Expect?

Explosive, high-impact history in the making –
potentially epic storylines abound.

Who to Watch?

See badminton’s biggest stars as 172 of the
world’s most skilful players compete for the
honour of their respective countries – and for
glory in the fastest racket sport.
See Page 4 for more Rio 2016 news

celebrating BWF’s
82nd anniversary
5 July 1934 - 5 July 2016
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editorial

Dear Colleagues and Friends
We have had a whirlwind few months in which a lot has happened and, on the eve of the
Rio 2016 Olympic Games, even more is set to unfold.
In May, the badminton family came together for our Member’s Forum and Annual General
Meeting on the sidelines of the TOTAL BWF Thomas & Uber Cup Finals in Kunshan,
China.
Amid a busy tournament schedule with the accustomed on-court drama, we reviewed
the past year’s successes and began outlining future plans, most notably with the formal
presentation of the BWF Strategic Plan 2016-2020; our blueprint for the next Olympic
cycle. There are four Strategic Focuses at the heart of BWF’s work. These are: Capacity;
Entertainment; Participation and Partnerships. Each is key to badminton’s further evolution
in the competitive marketplace of sport business.
Once again, I urge members, stakeholders, BWF partners and anyone with an interest
in the development of badminton to absorb this important document which is available
online (BWF Strategic Plan 2016-2020).

Poul-Erik Høyer
BWF President

We also honoured the contributions of some of our outstanding administrators, including
our former Chief Executive Andrew Ryan (Herbert Scheele Trophy) and the pioneering
Dr. Keiko Veronica Ono Fonseca (Women in Badminton Award) who has led some
excellent development work in Brazilian badminton. Congratulations to all the 2015 BWF
Award winners. We appreciate your tireless efforts in advancing the cause of badminton
globally.
On the courts, the action was again historic and memorable with China setting themselves
apart from all others in team competition thanks to an unprecedented 14th Uber Cup
victory. This surpassed Indonesia’s 13 titles in the Thomas Cup as the Chinese women
proved just too good for the rest of the world. Witnessing the guys from Denmark finally
lift the long-sought Thomas Cup was incredible. Their personal trials have been well
documented and just add to the epic storyline that will be told and retold for years to come
about how they fought back from 2-0 versus Malaysia in the semi-finals and withstood the
might of Indonesia in the final of the Men’s World Team Championship.
I can assure you, Kunshan will forever be remembered by Danish badminton fans.
It was truly a great end to another wonderful presentation of world-class badminton but,
as we all know, there is more to come!
We are in the home stretch to the start of the Rio 2016 Olympic Games and I, like so many
others, am counting down to this long-anticipated showpiece; another edition of the most
prestigious multi-sport event. The fact that it will be the first Olympics in South America
– and in such a vibrant and exotic city as Rio – has added to the sense of uniqueness of
these Summer Games in Brazil.
Of course, we in the BWF are eagerly looking forward to another thrilling badminton
tournament, especially with so many genuine contenders across all five categories.
Nobody can be sure of the outcome in either singles category or the three doubles
categories. So much has happened in our sport since the London 2012 Olympic Games
and so many new talents have emerged from various countries. These are great times for
badminton and I think most people would agree this could well be one of the most open
– and unpredictable – Olympic badminton events ever.
I must confess, purely as a fan, I cannot wait for 11 August to come!
It will be a riveting ten days.
The excitement will extend beyond our venue, Riocentro – Pavilion 4, in the Barra Zone
where we are grouped with boxing, table tennis and weightlifting. Badminton will be part
of the Sport Experience Programme which will allow the public to try our sport as the
Olympic Games reach out to engage spectators going to and from events.
A lot will be happening simultaneously and the eyes of the world will be on Rio. It is
another chance for us to shine; to put badminton’s best foot forward – on and off the
court.
Those of us in attendance all have roles to play and we must do them well.
In closing, may I congratulate our badminton athletes who have qualified for Rio 2016.
Only a few will come away with gold, silver and bronze but the participation of each of
you – the 172 players who have won the right to compete in Rio – is already a priceless
achievement.
As a former Olympian, I can attest it is an honour to treasure.
Enjoy it.

Poul-Erik Høyer
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Hong Kong’s Chan Ho Yuen/Nina Gorodetzky of Israel
won the WH 1 - WH 2 Mixed Doubles title.

Mazur Mines
Gold…Again
Frenchman Lucas Mazur continued his
golden form winning another three events at
the Irish Para-Badminton International 2016
in late June.

Following on from his triple success in
Turkey in April, he again stole the spotlight,
thanks not only to his own efforts but also
those of his partners, Mathieu Gilles Thomas
in Men’s Doubles and Faustine Noel in
Mixed Doubles.
Competing in Antrim, Northern Ireland,
top-seeded Mazur reigned supreme in SL
4 Men’s Singles, beating No.2 seed, Bakri
Omar of Malaysia, 21-15 21-14, in the final.
He teamed up with Noel to oust Jan-Niklas
Pott (Germany)/Helle Sofie Sagoy (Norway)
for the SL 3 – SU 5 Mixed Doubles crown.
The French pair triumphed 21-17 21-8 in
the final. Mazur’s third gold came in SL
3 - SL 4 Men’s Doubles as he, in tandem
with Thomas, again thwarted Omar. The
latter, partnered by Malaysian compatriot
Muhammad Huzairi Abdul Malek, lost 21-17
21-14.

Male Para-Badminton Player of the Year,
Lee Sam Seop, won two golds and a silver.
In WH 1 Men’s Singles, he beat top seed
Thomas Wandschneider of Germany in the
final (21-15 21-15). Lee was also victorious
in WH 1 - WH 2 Men’s Doubles with his
Korean team-mate, Kim Jung Jun. Again,
it was Wandschneider across the net –
with France’s David Toupe – in the battle
for gold. However, the Koreans were too
strong, taking the title, 21-14 21-9. Lee fell
short in the WH 1 - WH 2 Mixed Doubles
final. He and Japan’s Yuma Yamazaki
succumbed to Hong Kong’s Chan Ho Yuen/
Nina Gorodetzky of Israel (21-17 21-15);
with Chan defending the crown he won
with Switzerland’s Karin Suter-Erath last
year. The latter and England’s Martin Rooke
lost their semi-final to Lee/Yuma but SuterErath had the satisfaction of retaining WH 1
Women’s Singles.
Germany’s Katrin Seibert took home
two golds and a bronze, capturing SL 4
Women’s Singles as well as SL 3 - SU 5
Women’s Doubles with Norway’s Helle Sofie

Krysten Coombs of England was at his acrobatic best in
winning the SS 6 Men’s Doubles crown with Jack Shephard.
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Poland’s Bart Mroz (SU 5 player) hangs in the air.

Sagoy. Seibert placed third in SL 3 – SU 5
Mixed Doubles, partnered by India’s Anand
Kumar Boregowda.
Kim Jung Jun won a second gold in WH 2
Men’s Singles while Malaysia’s Cheah Liek
Hou left with double-gold honours too; his
success coming in SU 5 Men’s Singles and
SU 5 Men’s Doubles with Hairol Fozi Saaba.
They overcame Bartłomiej Mroz (Poland)/
Tay Wei Ming (Singapore), 21-16 19-21 2111, for the title.
Other winners included Krysten Coombs/
Jack Shephard (England) in SS 6 Men’s
Doubles; Valeska Knoblauch/Elke Rongen
(Germany) in WH 1 - WH 2 Women’s
Doubles; and Ayako Suzuki (Japan) in SU 5
Women’s Singles.
A total of 156 athletes from 28 countries
competed in the 21-26 June event which
further
underlined
para-badminton’s
increasing global spread. The next stop
for para-badminton athletes will be the
Indonesia Para-Badminton International in
August.

SL 3 - SL 4 Men’s Doubles medallists.
Manasi Girishchandra Joshi of India took
silver in SL 3 Women’s Singles.
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BWF LAUNCHES OLYMPIC WEBSITE
The Badminton World Federation has launched its Olympic website
to bring fans the latest news, live scores, photos and other information
from the Rio 2016 Olympic Games.
Badminton enthusiasts will be able to follow the progress of their
favourite players battling for gold, silver and bronze in the ten-day
event which runs 11-20 August in Riocentro – Pavilion 4 (Barra
Zone). There will be comprehensive editorial and pictorial coverage
of badminton across all five categories, from the group stage right
through to the medal matches.
In addition, the BWF Olympic website (olympics.bwfbadminton.com)
offers a flashback to badminton highlights in previous Summer
Games, since the sport’s Olympic debut in Barcelona 1992. This
historical perspective also tells the story of badminton’s admission
into the Olympic Games following its inclusion as a Demonstration
Sport in Munich 1972 and as an Exhibition Sport in Seoul 1988.
“We have carved out this niche for badminton fans who want to
keep track of the Rio 2016 results and what’s happening with their
favourite players. We also anticipate they will want to review past
Olympic tournaments and results so we have included these as

well as the Race to Rio rankings which determined the provisional
Olympic qualifiers,” said BWF Secretary General, Thomas Lund.
“We anticipate this portal will be the gateway to a great fan experience
during the Rio 2016 Olympics and we look forward to delivering this
to our growing global fan base.”
The site is also connected to BWF’s other digital platforms, including
the Fan site (www.bwfbadminton.com) and the corporate site
(www.bwfcorporate.com), which can be accessed via links on the
home page. The federation’s social-media links are included too.

Also follow BWF’s Olympic Games coverage on Facebook
(www.facebook.com/bwfbadminton) and via these hashtags:
#badminton #Rio2016 #Rio2016badminton #olympicbadminton2016
Be sure to check what’s trending in badminton!

Rio 2016 - key dates

18 July 2016

Badminton entries – final deadline

21 July 2016

World Rankings date for Rio 2016 badminton seedings

24 July 2016

Athletes’ Village opens; official badminton practice sessions start at competition venue (Riocentro – Pavilion 4)

26 July 2016

Draw Ceremony – Rio 2016 Badminton Competition (11 am - 1 pm)

5 August 2016

Rio 2016 Opening Ceremony

11 – 14 August 2016

Day 1 – 4: Badminton - Group Play (3 sessions daily; 8 am - 11 pm) Mixed Doubles quarter-finals on 14 August (play starts 8.30 am)

15 August 2016

Day 5: Men’s Singles/Women’s Singles round of 16; Men’s Doubles/Women’s Doubles quarter-finals; Mixed Doubles semi-finals (2 sessions)

16 August 2016

Day 6: Women’s Singles quarter-finals; Men’s Doubles/Women’s Doubles semi-finals; Mixed Doubles bronze-medal match (2 sessions)

17 August 2016

Day 7: Men’s Singles quarter-finals; Mixed Doubles gold-medal match (1 session)

18 August 2016

Day 8: Women’s Singles semi-finals; Women’s Doubles bronze and gold-medal matches; Men’s Doubles bronze-medal match (1 session)

19 August 2016

Day 9: Men’s Singles semi-finals; Women’s Singles bronze and gold-medal matches; Men’s Doubles gold medal match (1 session)

20 August 2016

Day 10: Men’s Singles bronze and gold-medal matches (1 session)

21 August 2016

Rio 2016 Closing Ceremony

NOTE:
• Doubles Knockout Draw: 13 August (8-9 pm)
• Singles Knockout Draw: 14 August (10 am to 12 pm)
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Andrew Ryan (left) won the Herbert Scheele Trophy for
outstanding service to badminton. He received BWF’s top
administrative prize from BWF President Poul-Erik Høyer.

Kunshan Deputy Mayor, Jiang Hao,
addressing the Delegates’ Welcome Dinner.

BWF Deputy President Gustavo
Salazar Delgado elaborated on
the new BWF Strategic Plan.

Women in Badminton honouree, Dr. Keiko Veronica
Ono Fonseca of Brazil, shows off her award.

BWF Secretary General, Thomas Lund (right), and BWF Honorary Life
Vice President, Charoen Wattanasin, exchanging a toast. BWF VicePresident - Europe, Gregory Verpoorten, is in the middle.

BWF Strategically
Ready for Future

Representatives from more than a hundred
Badminton World Federation member
associations descended on Kunshan,
China, in May for the Annual General
Meeting and related sessions as the worldgoverning body convened to assess the
past year and plan for the future.
The formal presentation of the BWF
Strategic Plan 2016-2020 and an update
on the Rio 2016 Olympic Games were
among the main topics on the two-day
agenda which opened with the Member’s
Forum on Friday 20 May and culminated
with the BWF AGM the following day,
with committee chairs reporting on their
respective portfolios. Development Chair,

David Cabello, highlighted the success of
BWF’s schools-based, grassroots initiative,
Shuttle Time, which celebrated its 100th
implementation in Panama in February.
He noted BWF’s ongoing thrust to support
the global demand for Shuttle Time with its
launch of a Shuttle Time app and website
to make online resources more accessible.
Neatly sandwiched in between the Forum
and AGM – and attended by delegates from
all five continental confederations – was the
BWF Delegates’ Welcome Dinner at which
some of the federation’s top administration
awardees for 2015 were saluted. Principal
among these was former Chief Executive
of the International Badminton Federation

(IBF), Andrew Ryan, who received the
Herbert Scheele Trophy for exceptional
service to badminton. Sharing the spotlight
was Dr. Keiko Veronica Ono Fonseca who
won the Women in Badminton Award for
outstanding work in developing the sport in
her homeland, Brazil.

Meanwhile, the BWF unveiled four focuses
in its Strategic Plan for the next Olympic
cycle:
Entertainment,
Participation,
Partnerships and Capacity. BWF President
Poul-Erik Høyer, BWF Secretary General
Thomas Lund and other leading officials
explained the significance of each key
element in securing badminton’s continued
growth on the ‘sportainment’ frontier.

BWF delegates at the cocktail reception preceding the Delegates’ Welcome Dinner.

Continues on Page 6
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Regarding ‘Entertainment’, the need to
excite, engage and enhance badminton’s
global fan base was stressed as a critical
aspect in ensuring the sport’s financial and
commercial development. Ultimately it is
the revenue from badminton’s commercial
ventures which has given BWF the scope
to spread the sport worldwide while, at the
same time, building its tournament structure
and offering greater prize money.
“The commercial side of our business
is extremely important and provides us
with the financial resources to re-invest in
the sport,” noted BWF Deputy President
Gustavo Salazar Delgado, addressing the
Annual General Meeting.
‘Participation’ was also underlined as a
pivotal plank in elevating badminton to
greater heights, be it in schools, clubs or
recreationally. The motto of the BWF Shuttle
Time grassroots programme – giving every
child a chance to play for life – encompasses

this perspective that badminton is a sport
for all ages.
The remaining two elements – ‘Partnerships’
and ‘Capacity’ – were described as
supporting pillars which help BWF grow
badminton through creating and fortifying
strategic alliances as well as strengthening
the BWF’s organisational structure at
national, regional and international levels.
Key partnerships for BWF include those
with its 185 member associations; the
International Olympic Committee (IOC); the
International Paralympic Committee (IPC);
its corporate partners/sponsors; and its
tournament hosts.

The BWF also highlighted the Strategic Plan
2016-2020 as an “athlete-focused” road
map, listing four principles in this regard:
Clean Sport, Fair Play, Awareness and
Education; and Health and Well-Being.

As part of its mandate to continually
enhance badminton, BWF has recognised

PROGRESSIVE PARTNERSHIP: At the BWF Member’s Forum,
Dima Alardah shared how BWF’s partnership with the United Nations
Office on Sport for Development and Peace (UNOSDP) paved the
way for her to work among refugees. Having been selected by BWF
for UNOSDP’s Youth Leadership Programme last year, the Jordanian
badminton player is now using the knowledge gained to bring sporting,
social and educational experiences to Syrian refugees in Jordan.

Delegates at the Welcome Dinner.

BADMINTON WORLD FEDERATION

the need to develop its membership’s
expertise in areas such as administration,
event management, player development
and coaching. In essence, it’s a matter of
helping members to help themselves – and
others. Such capacity building is crucial
if badminton’s growth trajectory is to be
maintained.

Representatives from BWF member associations
attend the Annual General Meeting.

BWF Athletes’ Commission Chair, Yuhan Tan (right),
and BWF Chair of IOC & International Relations,
Etienne Thobois, at the BWF Member’s Forum.

BWF provided simultaneous translation in
Arabic, French, Russian and Spanish.

Eye-catching cultural presentation.

www.bwfbadminton.com

Angga Pratama (left) and Ricky
Karanda Suwardi of Indonesia.
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Jung Kyung Eun (left) and Shin
Seung Chan of Korea.

Thomas Cup winners: Denmark

Uber Cup winners: China
Hans-Kristian Vittinghus receives the Thomas Cup
from BWF President Poul-Erik Høyer.

Once Upon a Time…
in Kunshan!
Were famed Danish author – Hans Christian
Andersen – alive, he would have revelled
in spinning a modern-day fairytale out of his
countrymen’s heroics in a faraway land called
Kunshan.

For in that Chinese city, a Danish team –
hampered by setbacks to some of its top
shuttlers – shook off adversity; ventured onto
the badminton courts and did what no other
Danes, nor indeed Europeans, had ever done.
They brought home the coveted Thomas Cup
– the Men’s World Team Championship – and
there was celebration throughout all Denmark.
Yes, if Andersen had beheld the almostmagical proceedings at the TOTAL BWF
Thomas & Uber Cup Finals 2016, he would
probably have written something like that as
Denmark’s 3-2 triumph over Indonesia in the
Thomas Cup finale – winning all three singles
matches – sealed their place in history: the
first-ever success by a European nation in the
prestigious tournament.
Beset by injury niggles to key players like Jan
O Jorgensen and Mads Pieler Kolding and
with doubles mainstay, Carsten Mogensen,
still recovering from an aneurysm, the Danish
squad showed its resilience, with even
youngsters like Emil Holst coming good at
critical times like the fifth match of the semifinal against Malaysia. The experienced HansKristian Vittinghus was a revelation as he
inspired the team to victories over defending
champions Japan in the quarter-finals,
Malaysia in the semi-finals and Indonesia
in the final. Fittingly, it was the rejuvenated
30-year-old who delivered Thomas Cup glory
BADMINTON WORLD FEDERATION

for his country, arms flung wide as he prevailed
against a nervous Ihsan Maulana Mustofa of
Indonesia in the deciding match.
Who could have scripted this ‘happily ever
after’?
Only a ‘Hans-Kristian’…even if not Andersen!

Pre-tournament favourites China were ousted
in a dramatic quarter-final by Korea, 3-1, with
Son Wan Ho effecting the early breach for Korea
by beating Chen Long. That disappointment
was somewhat compensated for by China’s
women, writing history of a different sort as
they became the most successful team of
either gender by claiming their 14th Uber Cup
crown to exceed Indonesia’s 13 Thomas Cup
victories.
Japan were seen as China’s biggest threats
for Uber Cup supremacy, but the challengers
could not live up to expectations, falling 3-1 to
Korea in the semi-finals. China stormed past
Chinese Taipei in the quarter-finals, India in
the semi-finals and Korea in the final, losing
only one match in the process.

RESULTS

UBER CUP FINAL: CHINA BEAT KOREA 3-1
WS1: Li Xuerui (CHN) bt Sung Ji Hyun 14-21
21-13 21-10
WD1: Jung Kyung Eun/Shin Seung Chan (KOR)
bt Tian Qing/Zhao Yunlei 16-21 21-17 25-23
WS2: Wang Shixian (CHN) bt Kim Hyo Min 2113 21-12
WD2: Tang Yuanting/Chen Qingchen (CHN) bt
Chang Ye Na/Lee So Hee 21-14 21-16
UBER CUP SEMI-FINALS: China beat India
3-0; Korea beat Japan 3-1
______________________________________
THOMAS CUP FINAL: DENMARK BEAT
INDONESIA 3-2

The Koreans enlivened the final with Jung
Kyung Eun/Shin Seung Chan beating
World champions Tian Qing/Zhao Yunlei
in an absorbing second match, but China
withstood that blip as scratch combination
Tang Yuanting/Chen Qingchen duly won the
second doubles to ensure the hosts retained
the Women’s World Team Championship.

MS1: Viktor Axelsen (DEN) bt Tommy Sugiarto
21-17 21-18
MD1: Mohammad Ahsan/Hendra Setiawan (INA)
bt Mads Conrad-Petersen/Mads Pieler Kolding
21-18 21-13
MS2: Jan O Jorgensen (DEN) bt Anthony
Ginting 21-17 21-12
MD2: Angga Pratama/Ricky Karanda Suwardi
(INA) bt Kim Astrup/Anders Skaarup Rasmussen
21-16 21-14
MS3: Hans-Kristian Vittinghus (DEN) bt Ihsan
Maulana Mustofa 21-15 21-7

The 3-1 result marked China’s ninth triumph in
the last ten editions.

THOMAS CUP SEMI-FINALS: Denmark beat
Malaysia 3-2; Indonesia beat Korea 3-1
www.bwfbadminton.com
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Li-Ning
– A Stringing Success!

The stringers received certificates from Li-Ning to recognise their contribution. These were presented by BWF Events Director, Darren Parks (centre).
They often go unnoticed, working diligently
from early morning until late in the evening at
BWF tournaments to ensure players are ‘well
armed’ for their on-court battles.
Who are they?
They are the Li-Ning stringers who service
players at BWF Major Events such as the
TOTAL BWF Thomas & Uber Cup Finals
2016 recently held in Kunshan, China. As the
Official Equipment Partner, Li-Ning provided
professional racket-stringing services for the
prestigious championships. This allowed
players to have their rackets strung by a
highly qualified and efficient stringing team.

To string rackets for the best players in the
world is not an easy task. Most players use
a very high stringing tension so it is crucial
rackets are strung in the correct way to avoid
any damage to their frames. Furthermore,
the stringing needs to be extremely
accurate and consistent as top players are
highly sensitive to even small differences in
the tension and the way in which the racket
is strung.
In Kunshan, a team of 13 persons rotated
shifts to ensure players in both the Thomas
Cup and Uber Cup were well looked
after. However, given 279 players at the
tournament, all the stringers had plenty to
do, with players needing a lot of rackets
restrung to ensure they were prepared for
their important matches.

A stringer concentrates on her work.

At the end of the tournament, these
meticulous stringers received certificates
from Li-Ning to recognize their contribution
to the event. An interesting – and even
surprising – fact about these individuals
is that they were all volunteers who paid
their own way to Kunshan because they
were keen to participate in this world-class
badminton tournament.
“They must be stringers of a certain standard.
Not just anyone can do this. Sometimes they
are persons who own or work for sports
shops and want to have the experience of
being involved in an elite tournament like
this,” explained Koh Wa Cheng of Enterprise
Sports Group (ESG) which manages BWF’s
sponsorship rights.
The provision of stringers is but one example
of the integral support which corporate
partners or sponsors offer to enhance BWF
tournaments.
Another Major Event sponsor, RedBull China,
provided a variety of drink products for the
TOTAL BWF Thomas & Uber Cup Finals;
many of which were consumed by players at
their post-match press engagements.
Meanwhile, vehicles from Chery – the
Official Car for BWF Major Events – were
seen whisking officials to and from the
venue throughout the tournament; another
essential service on such a busy occasion.
Cars adorned with the event logo whizzing
along Kunshan streets were certainly a
ready advertisement for the Thomas-Uber
showpiece.
There is no doubt that corporate partners
or sponsors are vital to the success of
BWF events, not simply providing financial
backing but also necessary in-kind goods
and services; elements which contribute
to the events’ success and the memorable
experience which players, fans and others
enjoy.

RedBull China provided liquid
refreshments for the tournament.
BADMINTON WORLD FEDERATION

Vehicles from Chery – the Official Car
for BWF Major Events – were on hand to
whisk officials to and from the tournament.
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At a Glance: World Rankings

Badminton can essentially be viewed as a fight over numbers. The
most memorable battles are the ones where the difference between
numbers – or rather points – won and lost is minimal. Victories and
defeats translate into another set of numbers which reflect the grand
hierarchy of all players in the sport – the world rankings.

Every day, thousands of fans, players and officials flock to the
BWF website to check the world rankings – to follow the progress
of particular players or their rivals, and to track their movement up
or down what is basically a gigantic ladder. A player/pair’s quality
is usually judged according to how high they are on the ladder.
Given hundreds of players competing in various categories of
tournaments throughout the season, the average badminton fan
might be puzzled as to how this vast and seemingly complex web
of numbers is managed.
The calculation of the world rankings is an automated system
(Tournament Software) that tracks every player/pair and records
their performance in numerical terms, and is published every
Thursday on www.bwfbadminton.com. The most fundamental
aspects of the rankings system are:
•
•
•

Only performances for the last 52 weeks are taken into account.
If a player/pair has competed in ten (10) or fewer tournaments
in 52 weeks, the ranking points are added up.
If a player/pair has competed in 11 or more tournaments in
this period (52 weeks), only the best ten (team and individual)
performances are considered and added up. These best

•
•

performances (maximum ten) are highlighted on the player’s
world ranking page.
If a player happens to have participated in the same tournament
twice in 52 weeks (owing to some tournaments being held at a
different date from the past year), the rankings points from the
latest edition of that tournament are taken.
For team rankings, the tournaments considered are:
Continental Team Championships, Sudirman Cup, Thomas
& Uber Cups, and Thomas & Uber Cup Finals (details on
calculation of ranking points won during team events, and the
ranking system for juniors, are available elsewhere on request).

In a nutshell, this is how the system works after a tournament: the
BWF Events Department checks the tournament results on the file
sent by organisers and publishes them. On the world-ranking page,
they then upload the tournament so the system picks up the ranking
points earned by each player/pair and adds those points to their
tally.
The Events Department then checks the time slot of the same
tournament in the previous year. If it was held outside the 52-week
period, it needs no revision, but if it was held within the past 52
weeks, it will distort the ranking calculations since performances
from two editions of the same tournament cannot be considered.
For example, if a particular MetLife BWF World Superseries event
was held in week 12 in 2013 but in week 10 of 2014, the 2013
Superseries edition will be changed to week 10 so that the 52-week
gap is maintained.

badminton briefs
African Nations Join
The Badminton World Federation has welcomed two more countries to its family.
The Guinean Badminton Federation (Guinea) and the Fédération Nigerienne de
Badminton (Niger) were formally admitted into the world-governing body on 16 June,
bringing the overall tally to 185 member associations.
Cavert Heads TOC
Gilles Cavert (at left) is the new Chairman of the BWF Technical Official Committee
(TOC).
The Frenchman has taken over from veteran BWF administrator, Torsten Berg, who
stepped down from the post in May.

BADMINTON WORLD FEDERATION
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Seven ‘Grant-ed’ Funds
Badminton World Federation has approved seven projects for the
2015-2016 Sports Science research grants programme. The project
proposals, which range from psychological and cognitive profiles
of badminton players to identifying key technique variables in
smash speeds, were submitted by both individuals and scientists at
research institutions.

BWF began awarding research grants in 2013 to assist individuals
or institutions who needed funding to pursue sports-scienceapplied research projects in badminton. Awareness around the
grants programme has increased and BWF received 27 proposals
this year from all five continents. The proposals were assessed by
BWF’s eight-member Sports Science Commission chaired by BWF
Development Chair, David Cabello.
“The number of proposals this year was marginally higher than last
year,” said BWF Development Director Ian Wright.
“Our goal is to become more recognised in research fields and get
badminton more represented in sports-science research. People are
starting to see the investment we’re putting into it and we’re starting
to become known in the field as funders of sports science research.
We’re looking to raise badminton’s profile in research circles.”
The recipients of this year’s grants are:

1. Christian Ole Møller Madsen
and Sune Refsgaard
Project: This study will identify how it is possible to practice and
teach badminton fitness in schools to improve fitness levels.
This is expected to potentially provide a pathway to getting
more people to play badminton.

2. Prof. Michael Duncan
(Biomolecular and Sports
Science, Coventry University)
Project: What is the psychological and cognitive profile
for badminton athletes? Does the psychological aspect
influence the athlete’s performance directly or indirectly? Are
psychological and cognitive aspects different from male to
female?

3. Mark King and Michael Hiley
(School of Sport, Exercise and
Health Science, Loughborough
University)
Project: 3D visual electronic report written for each player.
The report will quantify the technique and variability of
smashes performed by a player, including the speed of each
smash, impact location on the racket and key joint angles and
displacements.

4. David Alder (Leeds Beckett
University)
Project: To quantify the role of anticipation in badminton during
actual competition and addressing key questions surrounding
frequency of anticipation in badminton; situational constraints
on anticipation in badminton; effects of individual and opponent
skill level on anticipation; effects of fatigue and pressure on
anticipatory behaviour in badminton; role of anticipation in the
different formats of the game (singles and doubles).
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Chinese Taipei’s Men’s Singles player, Chou Tien Chen, was
among athletes who had a 3D visual electronic assessment done
by Mark King and Michael Hiley of Loughborough University.

5. Fernando Rivas Corral
(Spain)
Project: How rally length influences defence situations; how
the best shuttlers cope with pressure; how situational variables
affect the best shuttlers.

6. Luiz de Franca Bahia
Loureiro Junior and Paulo
Barbosa de Freitas Junior
(São Paulo, Brazil)
Project: Neuromuscular capacities related to performance in
an agility test specific to badminton; what does a badminton
player require, or develop, to be agile on a badminton court.

7. Dr Jodie Wilkie and Dr James
Croft (Edith Cowan University,
Australia)
Project: Biomechanical variables that best predict accurate
short service performance; influence of fatigue on accuracy;
methods of training or feedback that improve short serve
technique and accuracy.
NOTE: BWF is now accepting proposals for 2016-2017 Sports
Science research grants programme. Check here for details.
Deadline: Friday 12 August, 2016
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